
SALVATION:                                                                                                       April 17, 2024 
Eric & Colleen, Mark & Sue - Linda Phelps’s brothers and wives 
Family members - Bruce Family 
Family members - Barb Elkins 
Hayden - friend of Hugh Wunderly 
Steve - friend of Michele DuBroy 
 
SPECIAL NEEDS: 
America, Ukraine, and Israel 
Wendy Brant - home closing set for April 25 
Ashlyn Carter - Jeannette Pederson’s granddaugher - deployed to Africa for 6 months 
Cheri Erick - ALS 
Kyrielle Fry - new therapy opening 
Jessi Gold - needs summer internship in data analyst role 
Christopher Meredith - safety as a truck driver - God’s wisdom and guidance in personal matters 
LaTanya Moses - health and wisdom in personal matters - son Gregory’s health and salvation 
Anita Selzer - settling into Allisonville Meadows - moved in this week 
Dana Thomas - housing needs in safe location - daughter Allison needs salvation 
Samuel Valdez - brother-in-law of Jesse Garza - spiritual and physical issues 
Hugh Wunderly - seeking approval from IUPUI for outreach booth on 4/22 & 4/24 
 
ILLNESS: 
Kevin Athmann - friend of Beth Bruemmer - cancer treatments 
Brandy - co-worker of Kim Bretzman - recovering from concussion - salvation 
Melissa Bruce - continued healing after foot surgery 
Barb Carter - cyst behind knee - strength to care for husband Jim 
Jim Carter - health issues - strength to go to doctor appointments 
Vickii Carter - hip replacement April 26 - be a witness to hospital staff 
Maria Cunanan - stage four cancer 
Steve Erickson - brother of Linda Phelps - health issues and tests - possible cancer 
Gary - Loy Hetrick’s father – hospitalized with complications from a fall 
Jesse & Laura Garza - at home with Covid - Laura is on medication 
Isabelle Gordon - Scott & Kim Pascoe’s daughter - 20 wks pregnant - risk of premature delivery 
Gary Hare - Becky Evans’s brother - stage 5 kidney failure and dementia - salvation 
Sheryl Johnson - health issues - neck and back pain 
Rodger Katter - platelet levels must increase so he can begin a new trial that he has quali- 
  fied for. If levels do not increase by late next week, he will not be able to participate in the trial. 
Greg Klingerman - knee replacement surgery 4/22 
Larry - friend of Betsy O’Neal - cancer diagnosis - unsaved 
Ryan Lewis - Linda Hooper’s son - completion of heart transplant evaluation 4/22 
Abbey Moritz - Cerebrospinal Fluid Leak - debilitating headaches & nausea - returning home 
Greg Moses - Sheryl Johnson - HIV and treatments - mental health - spiritual needs 
Phillip Pascoe - nephew of Scott Pascoe - 3rd colon surgery scheduled April 26 
Alex Stuffle - recovering from surgery to remove cancerous  brain tumor  
Tayna & Chuck - cousin of Paul Phelps - serious accident - Tayna on ventilator and loss of  
   leg - Chuck recovering from severe concussion 
Pastor Quentin Vaugun - son-in-law of Don Montgomery - cancer diagnosis 
 
 



EXPECTANT MOMS: 
Kasha Lantz (June)     Katie Ashley (June)     Victoria Korovljev (June)  
Suzy Thompson (Aug)     Havelah Reynolds (Sept) 
 
SHUT-IN:  
Joe & Lou Whitecavage   128 White Horse Lane   Fishers   46038 


